
 

CONVERTED OPR DATA 
July 7, 2002 
 
 
Data from the HULPR OPR record was converted to fields in the Aleph Order Form as noted in chart 
below.   For orders converted to Serial order type in Aleph, some OPR data was also added to 
Subscription Information Form.  Not all OPR fields have a corresponding field in Aleph.  To prevent loss 
of data, a "snapshot" of the OPR record at point of conversion was converted to the Aleph Order Log. 
 
Action dates were also converted to the Order Log and expired action dates will appear on the Aleph 
Order Log report.  For orders converted to Monograph order type, action date on stmt 001 was converted 
as Aleph Claim date. 
 
Closed (Z) and cancelled (VWXYZ) orders were converted only if there was an action date in the OPR 
record. 
 
HULPR OPR records were converted to specific Aleph order types based on SCOPE and, in the case of 
continuing orders, the presence or absence of a HLDG record. 
 
 
 SCOPE HLDG  Aleph order type 
 
 
 0  n/a  Monograph 
 
 1  n/a  Monograph 
 
 2  yes  Serial * 
 
 2  no  Standing Order 
 
 
 
*Subscription Information Form also created for orders converted to Serial order type 
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OPR FIELD ALEPH FIELD NOTES 

HO# Order number 2 (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
You can search Order number 2 in the 
Acquisitions module. 
 
Multi-DIV orders were converted to separate 
orders (with same Order number 2 in Aleph. 
 

OPR creation date Open date (Order Form Tab 1) 

This date also appears as Order Date in 
Aleph. 
 

OPR creation date Order date (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
This date also appears as Open Date in 
Aleph. 
 

ORDUNIT Order group (Order Form Tab 1) 

ORDUNIT codes were converted to position1-
2 of the Aleph Order Group field to make this 
code available for reporting (when a reporting 
system becomes available in Aleph). 
 
Note that the Aleph Order Unit is not the same 
as the HOLLIS ORDUNIT.  The Aleph Order 
Unit is the equivalent of HOLLIS RECUNIT. 
 

RECUNIT Order Unit (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
RECUNIT codes have been translated into 
Aleph Order Unit codes. 
 
See document List of Aleph Order Units with 
HULPR RECUNIT codes. 
 

SCOPE Order Unit (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
The HULPR SCOPE code was used to 
determine Aleph order type.   
 
Orders were converted as follows: 
 
  0 = Monograph 
 
  1 = Monograph 
 
  2 = Standing Order  
         if LOC did not have  HLDG record 
 
  2 = Serial  
        if LOC had a HLDG record 
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OPR FIELD ALEPH FIELD NOTES 

VENDOR Vendor code (Order Form Tab 2) 

 
Orders with X as VENDOR code were 
converted with XVENDOR as AlephVendor 
code (unless XPM was g).  
 
The XVENDOR code in Aleph was created for 
converted orders only.  You will need a real 
vendor code for new orders in Aleph. 
 
Note that VA field information was converted 
to Order Log only. 
 
For gifts (XPM=g), X was converted to 
Vendor code XGIFT in Aleph. 
 
The XGIFT code was created for converted 
orders but can also be used for miscellaneous 
gifts in Aleph prospectively. 
 
VENDOR code was also converted to Vendor 
code on Subscription Information Form Tab 
1)  
   

ACTINT Max. arrival days (Order Form Tab 2)  

 
Max. arrival days in Aleph is relevant for 
Standing Order only.   
 
For orders converted to Monograph order 
type, ACTINT was converted to Order Log 
only. 
 
ACTINT was converted as First claim in 
Subscription Information Form Tab 2 on 
orders converted to Serial order type. 
 
 

POP [converted to Order Log only]  

L1 Order group (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
L1 codes were converted to position 3-6 of the 
Aleph Order Group field to make this code 
available for reporting (when a reporting 
system becomes available in Aleph). 
. 

L2 Order group (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
L2 codes were converted to position 7-10 of 
the Aleph Order Group field to make this 
code available for reporting (when a reporting 
system becomes available in Aleph). 
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OPR FIELD ALEPH FIELD NOTES 

VA [converted to Order Log only]  

NV Vendor note (Order Form Tab 2) 

For orders converted to Monograph order 
type, NV was converted to Vendor note field. 
 
For orders converted to Standing Order and 
Serial order types, NV was converted to 
Vendor note if ACQSTAT=A.  For all other 
ACQSTATs, NV was converted to Order Log 
only for these order types. 
 

NO Library note (Order Form Tab 1) 
 
 

SOURCE Vendor reference (Order Form Tab 2) 

 
For orders converted to Serial order type, 
SOURCE was also converted to Vendor 
order no. field in Subscription Information 
Form Tab 1. 
  

REF Order number 3 (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
Order number 3 is not indexed in Aleph.  OIS 
may be able to produce a list that includes 
REF field and HO# (which is indexed as 
Order number 2) for libraries who need such 
a list. 
 

DIV note Library note (Order Form Tab 1) 

DIV note was converted to Aleph Library 
note field if order was converted to 
Monograph or Standing Order type. 
 
For orders converted to Serial order type, DIV 
note was converted to Check-in note in 
Subscription Information Form Tab 2. 
 

MED [converted to Order Log only]  

PCS [converted to Order Log only]  
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OPR FIELD ALEPH FIELD NOTES 

ACQSTAT Order status (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
HULPR ACQSTAT was converted to Order 
Status as follows: 
 
  A = SV 
  B = SV 
  C = SV 
  Z = SV 
  V = VC 
  W= REJ 
  X = LC 
  Y = RET 
 
Note that orders with ACQSTAT codes of V, 
W, X and Y were converted only if there was 
an action date in the record. 
 

ACQSTAT Arrival status (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
The HULPR ACQSTAT code was also 
converted to Arrival Status in Aleph.  They 
were converted as follows: 
 
  A = blank 
  B = Ptl 
  C = Ptl 
  Z = Cmp 
  V = blank 
  W= blank 
  X = blank 
  Y = blank 
   
Note that orders with ACQSTAT codes of V, 
W, X and Y were converted only if there was 
an action date in the record. 
 

RELSTAT [converted to Order Log only]  

E$ Local price (Order Form Tab 3)  

MD (stmt 001) [converted to Order Log only]  
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OPR FIELD ALEPH FIELD NOTES 

AD (on stmt 001) Claim date (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
For orders converted to Monograph order 
type, AD on stmt 001 was converted as Claim 
date. 
 
For other order types, converted as action 
date in Order Log.  Actually, you'll see that 
same date on all order log entries marked as 
ORDER (conversion error).  Remove the 
extras when you see them. 
 
Also, note that some action dates will have 
changed.  We were unable to enter a date 
prior to conversion date so we incremented 
earlier action dates by 90 days until the date 
was pushed past the conversion date without 
making them all fall on the same date. 
 

ACU 
[click on ENCUMBER button on Order 
List to see converted encumbrance] 

 
10-digit HULPR ACU codes were converted to 
new Chart of Accounts codes for Aleph 
encumbrances. 
 
ACU codes were also converted to Price note 
field (Order Form Tab 3) to provide new 
budget codes for orders that were not 
encumbered at point of conversion (the Order 
Log has the old coding only).  It was put in 
Order Form so that it could be copied if 
necessary (you can't copy from the order 
Log).  This is for your information only, you 
can remove it or copy it elsewhere in the 
record. 
 

CUR Currency (Order Form Tab 3)  

AMT Unit price (Order Form Tab 3)  

C# Number of units (Order Form Tab 3)  
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OPR FIELD ALEPH FIELD NOTES 

XPM Acquisition method (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
XPM codes were converted to Acquisition 
method as follows: 
 
  a = P    (Purchase) 
  b = PP (Prepaid) 
  c = C    (Collective) 
  d = DA (Deposit account) 
  e = E   (Purchased for exchange) 
  g = G   (Gift) 
  n = NL  (Not for library collection) 
  o = D    (Depository item) 
  p = DP (Paid for on deposit acct) 
  q = PC (Paid for on collective rec) 
  s = ES (Sent on exchange) 
  x = ER (Received on exchange) 
  z = PX (No payment expected) 
 

L3/4 [converted to Order Log only]  

P stmt [converted to Order Log only] Identified as PAYMENT in Order Log. 

M stmt [converted to Order Log only] Identifed as MEMO in Order Log. 

N stmt [converted to Order Log only] Identified as NOTE in Order Log. 

R stmt 
[converted to Order Log and--in some 
cases, to Aleph HOL (holding) record] 

 
Identified as RECEIPT in Order Log. 
 
For orders converted to Serial order type, R 
stmts were also converted to the Aleph HOL 
(holdings) record for OPAC display. 
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OPR FIELD ALEPH FIELD NOTES 

FMT (from HOLLIS 
bib record) Material type (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
FMT code from HULPR bibliographic record 
was used to determine order Material type in 
Aleph.  They were converted as follows: 
 
  B = BK 
  D = DA 
  I  = IN 
  M = MU 
  P = MP 
  R = RE 
  S = SE 
  U = MX 
  V = VI 
 
Note that the list for Material type field in 
Aleph order record is different from the list for 
Material type field in Aleph item record.   
 
For orders, Material type is for reporting 
purposes only (more specific codes have 
been provided for libraries who want to use 
them—you may be as specific or general as 
you like) 
  
For items, some Material type codes are 
functional:  codes that begin with ISS (ISSUE, 
ISSBD) are used to control certain functions 
in Serials. 
.  

ISSN (from BIB) Order ISBN/ISSN (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
ISSN from bibliographic record was converted 
to Order ISBN/ISSN field in Aleph only if HU 
FMT was S. 
 
Otherwise this field in the Aleph order record 
was left blank since when there were multiple 
ISBNs in bibliographic record, we could not 
determine which was used for the order. 
 
An ISBN from the bibliographic record may be 
added from dropdown list in order record if 
you are sending a claim or corresponding with 
a vendor about a converted order).   
 

LOC $i (from BIB) Sub-library (Order Form Tab 1) 

 
Additional subfields from the LOC were 
converted to the Aleph HOL (holdings) record.  
See LOC conversion documents for further 
details. 
 

 


